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Dame Products creates innovative tools for sexual wellbeing. Through in-depth research, smart 
design, community input and research, and plenty of empathy, the Dame team has designed a 
line of 10 exceptional tools to enhance sexual health for vulva-havers everywhere. The team is on 
a mission to teach the world that pleasure is an integral part of human wellness. 

Dame is not only revolutionizing toys for sex, but changing the way we experience, understand, 
and explore sexuality as part of holistic wellbeing. Since 2014, the team has opened doors that 
have long been closed to the sexuality industry, becoming a key player in the movement to bring 
pleasure to the forefront of health—–and in 2020, Dame was named one of Fast Company’s Most 
Innovative Wellness Companies.

About Dame Products
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Dame started at a kitchen table with some silver 
dollar coins and plastic wrap. Founder Alexandra 
Fine had an idea for a vibrator that could be worn 
during intercourse, which in turn could help to close 
the pleasure gap–––the disparity in satisfaction that 
people with vulvas experience in the bedroom, 
versus their cis male counterparts. 

She joined forces with MIT-trained engineer Janet 
Lieberman-Lu to make her kitchen experiments into 
a real-life product. Together they launched Dame 
Products in 2014 with their first product Eva: the 
first truly wearable couples’ vibrator. Dame made 
history when Eva raised over half a million dollars on 
Indiegogo, surpassing their initial fundraising goal by 
tenfold and becoming the most successful sex toy 
campaign in crowdfunding history.

Origin Story 
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Their success led to the creation of Fin, a wearable 
vibrator made for fingers—which became the first sex 
toy ever allowed to launch on Kickstarter. Within a year 
of starting Dame Products, the company sold more 
than 10,000 vibrators, amounting to over $1 million in 
revenue. 

With two records under their belt and a new office with 
an in-house lab in Brooklyn, NY, the team went on to 
create three new ergonomic, human-centric pleasure 
products within six months: Pom, Kip, and Pillo. Each 
product carefully implemented feedback from their 
community research arm, Dame Labs.

Through their customer-first R&D process and brand-
ing, Dame has helped hundreds of thousands of people 
find more pleasurable, fulfilling sexual experiences.

Origin Story (cont.) 
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Today, Dame continues to innovate for sexual wellness far 
beyond their product line. 

In the past year alone, Dame has sued the MTA and protested 
in front of Facebook HQ for denying their right to advertise. The 
team has garnered national attention for the sexist advertising 
regulations that unfairly deem women’s sexual health obscene.

Committed to bringing sex out of the shadows, Dame regularly 
creates educational programming that connects experts with 
their community, including the 2018 NUANCE conference and 
most recently, Intimate Space, a two-week pop-up in NYC. 
Dame also curates sexual wellness advice and conversations 
from activists, sex educators, essayists, and health experts on 
their digital platform, Swell, and brings these conversations to 
life for their community and beyond through an ongoing series 
of live, intimate workshops.

Through their activist efforts, community events, and educa-
tional content, Dame serves as a guide to exploring wellbeing 
through pleasure and intimacy from every direction. 

Beyond Vibrators
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Dame Labs is a research arm focused on obtaining real feed-
back, from real humans, for Dame Products’ innovations.

Having built their brand on crowdfunding (to create their first 
two products, Eva and Fin), Dame Products knew gaining 
inspiration for their designs through crowdsourcing was a 
logical next step. With an ever-growing network of survey 
respondents, focus groups and prototype testers, Dame Labs 
boasts over 10,000 members.

Dame Labs members provide feedback on everything from 
aesthetic choices like vibrator colors, to functionalities such 
as button placement, vibration speeds and beyond. They are 
even tapped to help generate new concepts for products in 
the years to come.

Driven by the desire to create sex toys that are a reflection of, 
rather than an assumption about, society’s sexual inclinations 
and desires, the company has elevated an outdated industry 
by creating products with which consumers can feel a true 
personal connection.

Dame Labs
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As CEO of Dame Products, Alexandra Fine translates the nuances of 
our sexualities into human-friendly toys for sex. A lifelong student of 
sexual health, Fine earned her Masters in Clinical Psychology with a 
concentration in sex therapy from Columbia University.
 
Realizing that her skills would be best put to use making concrete 
improvements to people’s lives, Fine began developing her own vibra-
tors at home and asking friends to give her their feedback. She was 
gaining startup experience with an organic shampoo company, and 
decided the time was right to put her passions and her business 
acumen to use in the world of sex toys.

Over the past six years, Alexandra has led Dame’s team to sell over 
150K products in retailers all over the world. Perhaps more impor-
tantly, she’s translated her role as CEO into one of a dedicated activ-
ist for women’s health, gender equity, and prioritizing pleasure, lead-
ing efforts to uncover sexism in the industry at every turn.  In 2021, 
Alexandra closed her first round of seed funding for Dame, furthering 
the company's quest to close the pleasure gap and advancing the 
conversation around sexual health and pleasure.

Alexandra Fine, 
Co-Founder and Ceo
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Eva 
The second generation of Dame’s first creation (the 
number one crowdfunded sex toy) and flagship product, 
Eva is a handsfree couple’s vibrator created for people 
with vulvas, used to provide clitoral stimulation during 
penetrative sex. Its flexible wings are designed to nestle 
under the labia for a secure, comfortable fit.

Products
For Couples

Fin
Dame’s second release, Fin was the first sex toy allowed 
on Kickstarter. It’s a functional vibrator worn between the 
fingers, adding stimulation to intimate touch. An optional 
tether also provides second-nature seamlessness.
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Pom
A crowd favorite and Dame’s first solo-focused product, Pom is 
Dame’s flexible, squishy vibe designed to sit in the palm of your 
hand. Pom has a bendable body that provides broad or targeted 
stimulation with its powerful, rumbly motor and five patterns.

Products 
Solo Toys

Kip
Dame’s lipstick vibrator, Kip, is an ergonomic vibe with a 
prism-esque profile. It’s easy to hold from many angles, with 
rounded edges and soft silicone that allow it to sit in your hand 
like a pencil—delivering vibration with pinpoint accuracy.
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Zee
Zee is a versatile, simple bullet vibe with three speeds and a 
rechargeable battery. Its standard size fits snuggly into dildos 
and harnesses, perfect to use on its own or add some vibe to 
your other favorite toys.



Aer
Aer is a powerful arousal tool for fans of oral stimulation. Its 
pressure wave technology creates rhythmic pulses of air 
that’ll give even the most savvy, curious vibe users a unique 
thrill. And the Dame community agrees, as Aer sold out within 
10 days of launching in January 2021.

Products 
Solo Toys

Arc
Featuring a strong motor, a squishy bulb with a clit-stimulating 
ridge, and an easy-reach curved handle, Arc is Dame’s G-spot 
vibrator, made for helping you explore and discover the perfect 
spot. After launching in January 2020, Arc sold out in just 72 
hours—a first for the Dame team.
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Pillo
A soft-yet-firm wedge that supports you during sex, and 
blends into your bedroom. Pillo allows you to take familiar 
positions and elevate them, or turn your world upside-down.

Products 
Sex Essentials

Alu
Alu is a water-based lubricant, from organic aloe vera. Safe 
for toys and most condoms, Alu is beautiful and discreet, 
blending into your nightstand, medicine cabinet, or travel 
bag. For a slip-free experience, Alu can also be purchased 
with Grip, a textured silicone lube koozie that hugs your Alu 
bottle to keep it within your grasp.
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Products 
Sex Essentials

Duo
Duo is a couple’s kit that allows you to be prepared, no 
matter where your adventures lead. It features Zee, the 
bullet vibe, Alu, the aloe-based lube, condoms, and two 
pairs of socks in a travel-friendly organizer pouch, Stash.
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Arousal Serum 
Dame’s Arousal Serum is a pH-balanced formula with natu-
ral ingredients that awakens your clitoris with a warm 
tingle. One pump heightens awareness, stirs the nerve 
endings, and increases pleasure. Harnessing Peppermint 
Oil, Cinnamon Bark Oil Extract, and Ginger Essential Oil, 
Arousal Serum has an earthy scent and a silky feel, leaving 
your vulva feeling soft and supple—never greasy or sticky.



Thanks!
www.dameproducts.com

facebook.com/dameproducts

instagram.com/dameproducts

twitter.com/dameproducts

for press inquiries email 
dameproducts@rachelvandolsen.com


